


Hollywood is not broken!

But it faces serious inefficiencies.

As the demand for new premium films rises through internet proliferation, audiences massively shift from theaters to online 
movie viewing. The COVID 19 outbreak has only exacerbated this drift. While the mainstream film sector seeks a better 
distribution deal, there is a need for an unbiased film support platform. With the recent reward-based fundraising 
regulations, there is a new market opportunity to digitize the contemporary film marketplace, and FilmoCrat™ can fill this 
gap.

FilmoCrat addresses these issues with a Smart-Asset-based film equity ecosystem, providing producers with syndicated 
finance, cash flow transparency, and an interactive audience networking infrastructure. 

• We have a patent-pending system encompassing such a network.
• We have a specialized team positioned to deliver execution.



Film Equity Platform

FilmoCrat™ is a smart-asset-based Film 

Equity Platform that addresses the critical 

issues in film production and video-on-

demand distribution, including direct 

audience engagement, investor-focused 

transparency, and filmed content payoffs 

in real-time.



• FilmoCrat includes a Reality Show Theater allowing members to pip upcoming movies, 
vote for them, and receive bounties or profits in them.

• While audiences love inclusive payoffs, FilmoCrat does the World’s Premium 
Productions exclusively - with the member's interests managed by Blockchain, Digital 
Contracts, and Smart Assets Exchange.

Smart Assets can automate new inclusive economies while responding to the technology 

boosted social trends. At FilmoCrat, the platform provides filmed content funding, movie 
payoffs, and return on investment on autopilot.



The next big 
thing 

Blockchain-based automation of inclusive 
economies is the next big thing.

• With FilmoCrat, the 100 years old entertainment 
industry gains new markets and fully digital traction.

• Our patent-pending asset-allocation system gives 
production companies liquidity, distribution channels 
and direct content payoffs.

• Members can take advantage of aggregated film funding 
and segregated ROI throughout movie lifecycles.



Members will obtain Smart Digital Shares in movies by taking part in voting or 
production funding.

We have virtually No Competition.

We create value for users and capture a percentage of it.



The Brand FilmoCrat will circulate the viewer’s best, 
vote-chosen productions worldwide.



Competition 
Edge • Netflix relies on debt financing while purchasing content 

streaming rights. FilmoCrat has an advantage over Netflix in 
obtaining these rights: 

• We have an asset management system and a film finance 
model that includes streaming rights acquisitions. It can offer 
the best distribution deal to film production companies 
throughout the world.



Business Model 
• Film investors can use an automated Asset Trading Grid.

• FilmoCrat will make money by charging a commission on 
content production funding, consumers' viewing traffic, and 
occasionally advertising, sharing dividends with the 
platform stakeholders.



Growth

• This movie PR spreading ecosystem 
will outdo Netflix by providing film 
studios a new digital business model 
and new global markets.

• We can reach and exceed the Netflix 
viewing rates in less than 3 years.



• We seek equity 
investment in platform 
development.

Equity Deal

Earl-Stage Investors please 
contact: info@filmocrat.com


